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[57l ABsrRAcr 

An emergency locating transmitting (ELT) system 
comprising a Iegislatcd ELT modified with an interface 
unit and connected by a muitiwire cable to a remote 
control monitor (RCM), typically located at the pilot 
position. The RCM can remotely (1) test the ELT by 
disabling the legislated swept tone and allowing trans- 
mission of a single tone, (2) turn the ELT “on” for 
legjslated ELT trmsakion, and (3) rcset the ELT to 
an “armed“ conditioa. The RCM also providcs visual 
and audio indications of transmitter operating condition 
as well as ELT battery condition. Removing the RCM 
or shorting or opening the interface input connections 
wilt not affect traditional ELT operation. 

17 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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4.l77.656 

LEGXSLATED EMERGENCY LOCATING 
TRANSMlTlXRS AND EMERGENCY POSITION 

INDICATING RADIO BEACONS 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 

formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
AaonauricS and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 
(72 Stat 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). 

TECHNICALFIELD 

beacon devices such as emergency locating transmitters 
(ELTs) and emergency position iadication radio bea- 
cons (EPIRBs) and, more particularly, to ELTs and 

f p r t h r ~ t o ~ i n t e n d e d d i s r b i e m c n t  

The ~ ~ V C S I ~ ~ O U  d m i  hereia WBS msde in tbe pa- 

Thip invention peaains Bmcrplly to dktress signal 

-EPIRBswithmrmn to ensure intcwl#l operationand 

BACKGROUND ART 
Then are presently in existence in the United States 

approximately 190,oOO ancrgcncy locating transmitters 
(ELTs) required by law on all small aircraft traveling 
more than twenty-five dol from an airport and about 
6,000 emergency position indicating radio beacoas 
(EPIRBs) required on certain classes of marine vessels. 
ELTs and EPIRBs are essentially the same device 
which transmits an audio tone on 121.5 MHz and 243 
MHzindicating that adistress incident hasoccnrred. In 
general, the ELTs arc activated by aircraA impact 
whrr s r  the EPSRBS are advatcd inresponacto 
contsct Of tbe with w;rter. llrdio olltprrt 
genaated by thae devica is a- *-distress 
signal which h produced by amoduktion waveibnn 
having a downward sweep ofat least 700 Hz within a 
band of 1,600 Hz d Mo Hz at a rare of 2 Hz to 4 Hz 

* a r c  bylegiabthso 

distrrsa 
signal on the 121.5 MHz and 243 M H z  aPrier fnq- 

cents c i e s . T h c A i r F o r c e R c s c u e ~  

---EZgZ&bCrCCOg&A thatthrrquind 
by individuals listening far the chmammc * .  

. .  

2 
It is another object of the invention to reduce ELT 

and EPIRB false alarms. 
It is yet another object of the invention to provide a 

pilot or other operator with a means for monitoring 
5 ELT and EPIRB operating condition. 

It is still another object of the invention to provide a 
pilot or other opaator with a means for controlling 
ELT and EPIRB operating condition. 

Bncily, these and other objects are achieved in a 
io disaess signal beacon systcm including remote means 

for indicating if the beacon is armed, i.e., ready to signal 
the detection of a crash when the aircraft power is 
tarnal on, remote meam for iudicatiug when the bea- 
con is traasmitting, remote reset means, i.e., means to 

15 tarn off the transmitter and return the beacon to the 
armed state, and means to transmit a nondistress signal 
with a steady audio tone when the beacon is being 
tested. Additionally, a remote control monitor (RCM) 
is provided in the cockpit (for an ELT version) which is 

20 mmcctal to an ELT by means of a multiconductor 
ekctrical cable and interface circuitry. In accordance 
with the invention, the RCM can be removed and/or 
the cable Wires shorted or open circuited without af- 
fecting the operation of the ELT. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram representation of a stan- 

FIG. 2 is a Circuit diagram for an interface circuit for 
30 connecting a standard ELT with a mechanically 

latched G-switch to a remote control monitor (RCM). 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the RCM. 
FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram of a portion of the RCM. 
FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram of an interface circuit for 

35 cmmecting a standard ELT with an electrically latched 

25 

dard, legislated ELT. 

G-Switch to 811 RCM. 
DETAILED DESCRlPTION OF THE 

DRAWINGS 
Rcfcrcncc is now made tothdrawingsaaa in partic- 

ular, to FIG. l, whae  a standptd ELT 10 is generally 
represented in a block diagram format. The positive 
termiaal of a 12V battery U, provided seplrately for 

40 

and in- to the ELT, is ~~Ilzlccted to SWCCP genera- 
(AFRCC), for example, receives information trom 0th- 45 tor U, tone generator 16 and transmitter 18. The nega- 
en, Le, FAA flight service Stations airports. Civil Air 
-4 etc, who monitor the 121.5 h"Z and 243 MHz of normally opcn G*witch (and mechanical carrier 

tive (ground) e battery 12 is -- to 
& & - - mh - Of& u) & to - - 16, provida 8 -ml si@ 

m d i u i t b t e r r s c m ~  22, which may typically be a sawtooth waveform, for 
~ e * ~ S i e n a * h a v e ~ ~ -  ~ntro~thcfrsqucncyofthetoncgmaator.~turn,  

Ploy& for - period of- with - degrre of the output 24 of the tone gmaator 16, COmcctcd to 
s0mc ProblanS have sorfaced with fespect to transmitter IS, is gcneraUy asquare wave with a legis- * * in -Of - rdiability. Theseprob- )) lated 700 & -width of decnapur . g m-cY be- 

l ~ ~ b c ~ y  divided intotwocrrtegorics. twanMoHzand16OOHtThetonegenaatoroutput 
catego?rkipgafailurrofthedcviatoopentewhn ais directly appiicd to transmitter 18 to amplitude 

w mtcnded a d  the otha dating to its opaa- modulate the transmitter r.f. carria kquamcs ' which 
~~whenoperationisnotintcndal,Le.,falsealarmr. arelegislatedat121.5MHzand243MHLAntmnaYis 

do not provide any indication to the pilot or other opa- t i o d  The basic control for turning the transmitter 
ator aa to whether the device is ready for activation or, "on" is through switch 20. The positive terminal of 
On the other band, whether the device is activated and dedicated battery U is Continuously c o ~ ~  to the 
producing a false-alarm signal. ELT circuitry but the negative terminal of the battery is 

65 normally not connected to the circuitry. The ground 
STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION comection for the Circuitry is typically h i s h e d  

through switch 20. Whm a sufficient, predetermined 
force is applied to the switch due to de-acceleration, the 

. .  distru8t- 

Fprthermon, traditional, 1- U T S  and EPIRBQ 60 driven by the transminer and is gemrcllty omai-di+cc- 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invmtion to im- 
prove ELT and EPIRB reliability. 
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switch closes. If the switch is the mechanically latching 
type, the contacts remain in the closed position, keeping 
the electrical connection closed and grounding the bat- 
tery to the circuit ground connection points (not shown 
except for the transmitter) and permitting operation of 
the ELT. If the G-switch is of the momentary contact 
type, i.e., electrically latched, closure of the contacts 
turns on a silicon controlled rectifier which acts as an 
electrical latch to keep the ELT transmitting. 

In a broad sense, problems with current generation 
ELTs relate to the generation of false alarms, Le., the 
transmitter is ftring without the occurrence of a distress 
incident, or the failure to transmit when a distress inci- 
dent has occurred. False alarms are generally associated 
with switch 20 closing and remaining in the latched 
position when it should not be closed. On the other 
hand, the failure problem is very often associated with 
the switch failing to close when it should or the failure 
of battery 12. Accordingly, it would be advantageous if 
the pilot, or other operator, could be continually in- 
formed of the ELT operating condition and make cor- 
rections in the event of any malfunction. This is made 
somewhat more difficult because the typical ELT loca- 
tion is in the tail section of the aircraft. The instant 
invention provides ELT operating information and the 
capability for taking corrective measures at a position 
which is remote from the ELT. This is accomplished by 
providing certain access points in the standard ELT for 
connection to an interface circuit (depicted in FIG. 2) in 
the ELT package itself and connecting the interface to 
a remote control monitor (RCM) which monitors ELT 
operating condition and provides certain test functions 
at the pilot or other operator position. These access 
points are identified in FIG. 1 (and FIG. 2) as numbers 
28,30, 32,34,36, and 38. 

Point 28 is shown connected to an R-C network 
which provides the basic charging characteristic to 
develop the sweep generator sawtooth signal output. 
The R-C network is part of the sweep generator but is 
separately shown for the purpose of illustration. When 
point 28 is grounded, the result is that the sweep genera- 
tor 14 no longer generates a sawtooth waveform, the 
tone generator 24 will generate only a single fundamen- 
tal frequency squarewave and the transmitter 18 will 
generate an r.f. signal with only a single tone, not the 
legislated 700 Hz swept tone. Consequently, by ground- 
ing point 28 and providing power to the overall ELT, 
the ELT can be tested without transmitting a false 
alarm. 

Point 30 is simply a point at which the battery voltage 
can be measured. Point 32 is not a wind connection but 
rather a point at which r.f. energy from the transmitter 
can be measured while point 34 is a position in the ELT 
circuitry where an external ground can be provided to 
by-pass the switch 20 and apply power to the transmit- 
ter 18. Point 36 provides an access point to switch 20 
whereby the switch, when latched, can be reset to the 
open position by the application of a predetermined 
signal. This means that an operator who determines that 
the ELT is generating false alarms can immediately and 
remotely disable the transaitter 18 be removing the 
ground from the transmitter. Access point 38 is the 
ELT ground that is connected to the ELT circuitry 
through switch 20, when closed. as well as connected to 
the interface circuitry (FIG. 2) and the RCM (FIG. 3). 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram for the essentially 
standard interface circuit or unit 40 which forms part of 
the invention. The purpose of the interface is fundamen- 

4 
tally to provide an interconnect and buffer system be- 
tween the ELT and the RCM which may be packaged 
with the ELT. The interface circuit, however, does 
more then simply interconnect the ELT and the RCM. 

5 Its design is such that if the RCM is not connected to 
the interface, the ELT will function in a traditional 
fashion. Further, the interface is designed so that if my 
or all of its inputs are shorted to ground, the aircraft 
power, or each other in any combination, the ELT 

Point 41 is intended to receive a 6.5 KHz signal from 
the RCM when the ELT is being tested or reset which 
is converted by the circuitry provided to two ground 
signals at points 28 and 34. These ground signals disable 

15 the sweep generator 14 and turn on the transmitter 18 
for testing and resetting. For this purpose the a.c. signal 
is passed through a 0.05 pf capacitor 50 which provides 
the d.c. isolation necessary for reliability. Capacitor 50 
connected to 10K fl resistor 51 and a 0.001 pf capacitor 

20 52 which form a low-pass filter network to eliminate 
high frequency spikes that might unintentionally trigger 
the ELT. The output of the filter network is connected, 
in turn, to a 1N914 diode 53 which rectifies the a.c. 
signal. The rectified diode output is then applied to a 10 

25 pf capacitor 54 which acts as a filter and charges to a 
d.c. potential that is directed to two different transistor 
bias networks. The first bias network is formed by resis- 
tors 55 and 56, each of which is 10K R, and controls 
2N3904 transistor 57 (a general purpose NPN transis- 

30 tor), Le., if a 6.5 KHZ signal is present at point 41, a 
positive d.c. voltage will appear at the junction of diode 
53, capacitor 54, and resistor 55. This results in the 
application of a positive bias to the base of transistor 57, 
closing, or saturating transistor 57 in an “on” condition, 

35 grounding point 28 and disabling sweep generator 14 
shown in FIG. 1. The positive potential built up on 
capacitor 54 when an ac. signal is applied to capacitor 
50 is also applied to resistor 58 which forms a resistor 
divider bias network with resistor 59 which, in turn, 

40 controls the current in transistor 60. When the bias at 
the interconnection of resistor 58 and resistor 59 is posi- 
tive, transistor 60 turns “on” by closing in the saturated 
condition and applies a ground signal to point 34. Tran- 
sistor 60 is typically a high gain Darlington pair. The 

45 grounding of point 34 causes the transmitter 18 of FIG. 
1 to turn “on” and transmit an r.f. carrier signal. How- 
ever, because the sweep generator is simultaneously 
grouaded and disabled, the transmitted r.f. will not have 
a modulated audio sweep but, rather, a single modula- 
tiontone. 

Point 43 supplies a heavily isolated sample of the 
ELT battery voltage to the RCM through resistor 61 
which has a value of lOOK fl. Resistor 61 is large 
enough to prevent the ELT battery from discharging in 

55 the event that point 43 is grounded. for example, in a 
crash. Resistor 61 is also large enough to prevent the 
battery from being damaged by charging should point 
43 be shorted to the aircraft power. 

Point 44 furnishes a detected sample of the ELT 
60 transmitted r.f. to the RCM. Coil 62 is a single turn 

pickup loop which senses radiated energy from trans- 
mitter 18 at point 32. In practice, the loop is placed in 
near proximity to the coils in the antenna matching 
network (not shown) of the transmitter. The single turn 

65 allows enough energy to be coupled into the anode of 
diode 63, a 1N914 diode, to generate a detected d.c. 
voltage at the diode cathode. The detected r.f. charges 
the 0.001 pf capacitor 64 which is in parallel with 10K 

10 operation will not be affected. 
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Q resistor 65. Capacitor 64 and resistor 65 have a time 
constant which is set to detect the amplitude modula- 
tion that is superimposed on the r.f. signal. Accordingly, 
it will detect both the single tone amplitude modulation 
generated when the U T  is being Med and themveep 
tone amplitude modulation when the unit is operating 
traditionally, whether as a false alarm. or othawise. 
Th+ datcted signal is provided through the 1OK f’l 
resistor 66 for the purpose of providing high impedance 
isolation prior to making the signal available to the 
RCM at point 44. 

at which the 6.5 KHzac signal from the RCM may be 
applied to the ELT to turn the ELT “on’*. The signal is 
ac. coupled by @tor 67. A level change from 
ground to a suflicient positive voltage will cause a volt- 
age spike to occur at the junction of the 1 pf capacitor 
67 and the lK resistor 68 due to the differentiation 
action of this mctworlt The voltage spike is limited by 
raisror 68 and .pplied to the cathode ofthe 1N914 

to which it is connected, from revem voltages, by 
shorting the negative swing of the spike to ground. The 
1OK f’l resistor 71, connected across the diode 69 as well 
as to the gate and cathode of the SCR 70, forms part of 
the SCR bias network and functions to drain small 
amounts of leakage current from the gate of SCR This 
prevents the SCR fnrm turning itself “on” by internally 
generated cumnts. The an& of the SCR 70 is con- 
nected to point 34 which, in turn, is connected to the 
ground position for the U T  transmitter 18 (as well as 
the remainder of the ELT circuitry). Accordingly, 
whm the6.5 KHzsignsi isrrceivedfrom tbc RCMa! 
point * tbe SCR 70 will k tmacd “on” which am- 
nccts its anode and the traaslrdtta 18 to gromd, 

Point47rrcavuthepnviopslynotcd~5KHz~ 
from the RCM whenever the RCM is switched to its 
ToKt/M position for the purpost of rescttjmg the G- 
switch 20 to an “open” position and placing the ELT 
into its “armed” condition. The signal is- to 1 pf e 7% which provides its tmditiod as. coo- 
p h g ,  dc. blocking ftmction, and is then coupled to 
point 36 and the G-switch. The mcchaniraily latched 
G-switch contains a small heating element (not shown). 
which, when energid by the 6.5 KHz signal, nipsthe 
latch off and p b  the switch into the open position. 
The purpose of the capxdor 71 is to prrnnt a &. 

Point 46 of the intaface unit rcprcscIIts the position 

diode69 whichprotcctsthe gateofthe2N5060 ScRm. 

-Y-hp--- + “on”. 

vowfrombeine 

5 

10 
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6 
is available, oscillator 102. of conventional design, be- 
gins generating a 6.5 KHz signal which is applied to the 
inverter amplifier 103 as well as the divide by 128 digital 
fresuency divider 104, both of which are also of con- 
ventional design. Inverter amplifier 103 functions as a 
buffer amplifier whose 6.5 KHz output is furmhed to 
the threc position switch 105 with “Reset/Test”, 
“Arm” and “ U T  on” positions. When switch 105 is 
placed in the Rcsct/Tcst position, the 6.5 KHz signal 
from inverter amplifier 103 is applied to points 41 and 
47, and, as previously discussed, the sweep generator 14 
is disabled, the U T  circuitry is grounded, transmitter 
18 is turned “on”, with a single tone, and the G-switch 
20 is res&, i.e., the latch is released if it was in the 
latched position. This all occun simultaneously. 

In the event that switch 105 is placed in the “Armed” 
posiaon, which is not connected to any interface cir- 
cuitry, the ELT is placed in a ready to fire (normal) 
position where the swecp generator is not disabled and 
the traasmitter could fire with swept audio amplitude 
modulation except that U T  circuitry is normally not 
grounded because the G-switch is open. Accordingly, 
the “Armed“ position is the normal position assumed 
for flight, representing an ELT system condinon where 
the ELT is ready to transmit when the G-switch is 
closed, is, in the event of a crash. 

The ELT “On” position of switch 105 represents a 
position whereby the operator can turn the ELT “on” 
in its traditional sweep tone mode. In this switch posi- 
tion, the 6.5 ICHz signal from the inverter 103 is applied 
to point 46, SCR 70 closes, Le., its anode is placed at 
ground, and the transm~ ’tter 18 fires. In the “On” posi- 
tion, the sweep is not disabled. Of coucse, this switch 
position can be used as a test position, but if the operator 
is not in adistrcss situation, the operator is generating a 
false alarm signal that must be dealt with by those de- 
tectbgthesignal. 

Comparator lU, described in more detail infra, has 
four inputs and a single output and a single function, 

cqtablc. The inputs arc the battery sample itself from 
point 43, the voltage regdator output from voltage 
regulator 10% a ZSV dc. refaence voltage derived 
from the regulator output for comparison with the sam- 
pled battery voltage and a 51 Hz audio signal obtained 
from the frequency divider 104. When the aircraft 
power is “on” and the regulator 101 output appeam, the 
battay sample is connected to the comparator. The 

that Of &-g Whaher the battery Voltage is X- 

powa  supply during a crarh sequence by Opming the 
groundline. 

A block diagram of the RCM 100 is shown in FIG. 3 
with its inputs and outputs having designated COII~ICC- 60 
tion point numbas that corrcspondt by number, to the 
&VC points designated for the interface 40 to 
which the RCM is connected. 

Airrraft engine power is applied to a 12V altcxmtor 
or gaaaator (not shown). The 12V output is in turn, 65 
applied to a voltage regulator 101 whose output is a 
well regulated 5V d.c. This regulated 5V output is fur- 
nished to all RCM circuitry. & won as the 5V output 

ing on its relationship to the reference. The comparator 
output directly drives the inputs of the “ELT OFF” 
lamp driver 106. If the U T  battery voltage is low, the 
“ELT OFF’ light in “ELT OFF” lamp drives 106 is 
turned “on” and the amplaint alarm lo7 is enabled. 
W h a ~  the output of thewmpamtor 1U is in an enabling 
state it switch the “ELT OFF” lamp driver 106 to an 
“on” condition which turns “on” a lamp, Le., an LED. 
which, in turn, represents a battcry “off” or battery 
”low” condition. At the same time. when the output of 
cornpanttor 1 U  is enabling, the complaint alarm is en- 
abled, which means that it inputs the 3.25 KHz signal 
from frequency divider 101 and its outputs a 1.6 KHz 
audio signal by counting down by 2. This 1.6 KHz 
output drives one input of power amplifier 108 which, 

simply comprised of two field effect transistors (FETs). 
One input of the amplifier is coupled to the gate of one 

in turn. drives speaker 109. The power amplifier 108 is 
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FET and the output of complaint alarm 107. The other 
input is coupled to the gate of the other FET and the 
output of preamplifier 110. The outputs of the FETs, 
connected in common, comprise the output of amplifier 
108 and are coupled to a common speaker. In this in- 
stance, the 1.6 KHz output from complaint alarm 107 
drives its associated FET from saturation to cut-off. 
This means that at the same time as the lamp of driver 
106 is lit, an audio signal is sounded to indicate that the 
ELT battery is low. 

If the transmitter is operating, either in its sweep 
disabled or traditional swept mode, the detected r.f., 
i.e., the square wave modulation on the r.f.. at point 44, 
is applied to the audio preamplifier 110 which is simply 
two cascaded operational amplifiers. The design of the 
preamplifier is not critical. In the design of choice, the 
amplifier has a very low offset voltage ( S  5 mv), low 
power consumption ( 5 7 5  mw). and a 1 MHz unity 
gain. The square wave output of the preamplifier drives 
the second input of the power amplifier 108 to drive the 
speaker 109. Thus, the speaker audio notifies the pilot in 
the event that the battery is low, that the ELT is being 
tested in the sweep disabled mode or, alternatively, that 
the ELT is transmitting its traditional distress signal. 
The audio tones generated, however, will be different 
for each condition. At the same time that the preampli- 
fier 110 is driving power amplifier 109 it is also driving 
the “ELT Transmitting” lamp driver 111. When modu- 
lated r.f. is detected, the light emitting diode in driver 
111 is lit. The design of lamp driver 111 is the same as 
lamp driver 106. It is simply a FET which is switched 
between cut-off and saturation with a light emitting 
diode as a load. Again, when the diode is lit, the indica- 
tion is that there is modulated r.f. present. There is no 
indication as to the nature of the modulation. 
AU circuitry of the RCM, as set forth in the system, 

block diagram format of FIG. 3, is deemed to be of 
conventional design. The design of each functional 
block is noncritical. For the purpose of clarity, how- 

8 
Flip-flop 205 is a D-type (delay) flip-flop which is 

conventionally employed, i.e., the input appears at the 
Q output, delayed by the clock pulse. The clock pulse is 
the 51 Hz signal applied to the C input of flip-flop 205 

5 derived from one of the two outputs of the frequency 
divider 104 depicted in FIG. 3. Accordingly, when the 
D input is high, this is considered, for the flip-flop con- 
figuration employed, to be the absence of a signal and 
the 0 output is at ground. In turn, the “LED OFF“ 

10 lamp driver 106 FIG. 3, is cut-off and its LED is ‘‘off’. 
When the D input is low, the 51 Hz signal causes Q to 
assume its low state and to assume its high state. This 
high signal switches the lamp driver 106 “on” which 
turns its LED “on”, indicating a low battery warning. 

15 The “truth-table” for flip-flop 205 is as follows: 

ELT “ O f f  LAMP 
D C 0 DRIVER 106 

~ 

20 wl 51 Hz low diubled (LED “OW’) 
(hMy ‘QK) 

(battery “low”) 

As shown in FIG. 4, the output 

low 51 Hz high enabled (LED lit) 

25 of flip-flop 205 not 
only drives lamp driver 106 but also the “clear” input of 
D-type flip-flop 207. Flip-flop 207, in the configuration 
shown, by itself constitutes compgint alarm 107, FIG. 
3. Here, the D input is tied to the Q input, which drives 

30 power amplifier 108, shown in FIG. 3. The C input is 
driven by the 3.25 KHz output of frequency divider 
104, also2hown in FIG. 3. When the “clear” input is 
low, the Q output is low. When the “clear” input is high 
the “clear” function is inhibited, allowing complaint 

35 alarm 107 to toggle at 1.6 KHz. The 3.25 KHz input to 
C appears at the output as a 1.6 KHz signal. When 
this signal is applied to the power amplifier 108, the 
signal indirectly drives speaker 109 in the audio range. 
Thus, a high level signal from the 0 output of flip-flop - - - -  - .  

mer, a more detailed design jor-comparamr 112 and 40 205, in effect, acts as a gate for an audio WtUXling Signal 
c o m p m t a l m  at speaker 109 as well 83 for the LED visual warning 
ator 112 includes relay MI, resistor dividem R,, R2 and signal for the lamp driver 106. The “truth table” for 
Rh & operational amplifier 203 and flip-flop MS. complaint alarm 107 may be designated as: 
When the voltage regulator is “on”, its SVDC output 
energizes and closes relay 201, connecting the sampled 45 
battery voltage from point 43 of the interface unit (FIG. 
2) to resistance divider RI, R2. RI being equal to R2. 
Accordingly, ono-half the battery sample, i.e.. the volt- 
age at point 43, is applied to the “plus” input of opera- 
tioaal amplj!icr 203. At the WhiletheELTsf~~standardin termsoftheirdistress 
voltage regulator is “on”, its SVDC output is applied to signal and their circuitry is somewhat standard, the 
voltage divider R3, &, R3 being qual to &. Accord- greatest variation between ELTs, with respect to their 
ingly, a 2.5VDC reference voltage is always applied to design, is that some are electrically latched rather than 
the  min nu^" input of operational amplifier 203. The mechanically latched. In the case of the electrically 
operational amplifier gain is made so great that its out- 55 latched design, the G-switch. once activated. drives an 
put works between its limits whenever there is a slight SCR, located in the ELT transmitter, into conduction. 
difference between its voltage inputs. In other words, This action completes the ground connection and al- 
when the divided battery sample is greater than the lows for transmission of a distress signal. For the instant 
reference voltage. the operational amplifier output is at invention to perform its intended functions for electri- 
its low h i t  and when the divided battery sample is low 60 cally latched ELTs, the interface unit described in FIG. 
compared to the reference voltage, the amplifier output 2 must be somewhat modified as shown in the interface 
is at its high limit. Therefore, flip-flop 205, in effect, sees unit 40 of FIG. 5. No modifications are required to the 
a digital signal at its D input which represents battery ELT (FIG. 1) or RCM (FIG. 3). 
condition. In this instance, when the digital input at D is The circuitry in FIGS. 2 and 5 are identical in most 
low (+0.6v), the battery condition is considered unac- 65 respects. Between point 41 of the interface and points 28 
ceptable. Alternatively, when the D input is high (FIG. 5) and 34 of the ELT (FIG. 1) the circuit is the 
(+3.5V), the battery condition is considered accept- same with the function of taking the 6.5 KHz signal 
able. from the RCM switch 105 (FIG. 3), when placed in the 

CLEAR C D a Q  
low 3.2s KHz low 

3.25 KHr 1.6 KHz 

-e, ie., when the H) 
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R m a t  position, to disable the U T  SW- wm- 
tor 14 and provide a ground for the ELT. SimiirUly, the 
interface circuits for furnishing the battery sample to 
the RCM from point 30 of the ELT through point 43 of 
the interface and for furnishing the dacaed rf. output 
to the RCM from point 32 of the ELT through point 44 
of the mtafacc, arc identical in FIGS. 2 and 5, Le, for 
boththemcchamd . y and electricplly latched ELTs 
The interface ground connection is also identical, con- 
necting point 38, the ELT rystcm ground, through 
point 42 of the interface unit, to the RCM systan 
ground It is only the latching arrangcment in the two 
interface uni- that b diffcmnL Firstly, point 47 of the 
interface for the mcchanicdly latched ELT (FIG. 2) 
carria the 6.5 KHz sigsul !?om the RCM switch 105 
when the switch placed in the Rolet/Test position to 
connect the interface to point 36 of the ELT G d t c h  
detent In the electrically latched ELT there is no de- 

10 
3. n e  distress signal transmitting system of claim 1 

wherein said means for indicating transmitter operation 
condition includes visual means. 

4. n e  distress signal transmitting system of claim 1 
5 wherein said means for indicating transmitter operating 

condition includes audio means. 
5. The distress signai transmitting system of claim 1 

wherein said means for indicating transmitter operating 
condition includes both visual and audio means. 

whaein said visual and audio means includes an LED 
andaspeaka. 

whaein said means to indicate transmitter operating 
15 condition includes means to indicate said distinguish- 

able transanisSon or said transmission with sweep fre- 
quency modulation. 

8. The distress signal transmitting system of claim 7 
wherein said means to indicate said distinguishable 

10 6. The distrea Si@ M t h g  system of claim 5 

7. The distress signal transmitting system of claim 1 

. .  o r d -  . .  


